Find Out How Your Pro Operation Rates

By AL BONK

This suggested market survey of your members and players can be revised to meet conditions at your club, and your need for guidance in buying and operating. Whether or not you want them to sign the questionnaire is, of course, a matter for you to decide.

1. How many years have you been a member of this club? .................

2. How many in the family play golf at the club besides yourself? Please indicate number.
   Wife ........ Son(s) ........ Daughter(s) ........ Other ........

3. Do you frequently have guests for a round of golf?
   Yes ........ No ........ Approximate number each year ........

4. Are our special golf events satisfactory; how can we improve them?
   Yes ........ No ........ Comments ........................................

5. Has our club cleaning and storage service been satisfactory?
   How can we improve it? Yes ........ No ........
   Comments .................................................................

6. When do lessons help you most?
   Early season ........ Midseason ........ Late Season ........

7. Do you think visual aids such as movies or sequence photos help you improve more quickly? Yes ........ No ........

8. Golf club manufacturers are constantly improving their equipment. Would it help if we summarized the improvements in a report, and their meaning in relation to the game? Yes ........ No ........

9. Approximate number of golf balls used during the year.
   Yourself ........ Wife ........ Children ........

10. What do you like in a particular golf ball?
    Distance .......... Durability .......... Whiteness ..........
    Other .................................................................

11. In our men's clothing line, do you feel we have a good selection of styles and prices? Yes ........ No ........
    Suggestions ..............................................................
12. In our women’s clothing line, do you feel we have a good selection of styles and prices? Yes ... No ...
Suggestions

13. What can we do to help you with your Christmas gift selections?

14. What new service or improved service would you like to see initiated?

15. Are there any new items you would like to see stocked in the pro shop?

---

**NRA Attempts to Clarify Business Expense Law**

Everyone, it seems, is confused by the new Internal Revenue Service regulations covering business expenses. The National Restaurant Association, whose members are vitally affected by these laws, has attempted to clear the air by publishing in pamphlet form the information that appears below. Golf clubs aren’t specifically mentioned here, but the implication is that goodwill, typical restaurant, etc. apply to clubs as well as restaurants. ED.

Most businessmen are misinformed about the new expense account law!

You do not have to discuss business, transact business, conduct business affairs, carry on negotiations, or make a sale before, during, or after a meal in a restaurant to get a deduction for a business meal. (HR 10650, Conf. Report Page 17, House Report Page A33, Senate Report Page 175).

Goodwill entertaining in typical restaurants is still deductible under a business meal exception to the new expense account law. (HR 10650, House Report Page A33, Senate Report p. 36).

**Goodwill Undisturbed**

Because of the business meal exception, the most significant portion of goodwill entertaining conducted in this country is left undisturbed by the new law. The general custom of entertaining business guests at meals is not disallowed even where the making of the expenditure merely promotes good will. (HR 10650, House Report Page A33, Senate Report Page 36.)

The business meal must be furnished in surroundings of a type generally considered conducive to business discussions (typical restaurant), but there is no requirement in this exception that business actually be discussed. (HR 10650, House Report Page A33).

A night club will probably be treated differently than a typical restaurant and generally would not be considered a suitable environment for business discussion. Thus, to obtain a deduction for good will entertaining in a night club of a group of business associates and their wives, a taxpayer would have to show that the entertainment was before or after business discussions or, in between, before, or after business meetings at a convention. (HR 10650, Conf. Report Page 16).

There is no $25.00 limit on business entertaining in restaurants, night clubs, or elsewhere; but you will need a receipt which we provide if you spend over this amount at one time. (Reg. §1.274-5 (c) (2) (i)).

You will be required to keep records of business entertaining under the new law, but this is especially simple for business meals purchased in this establishment. Make a record as soon as practical after the expense in a diary by writing the date, the name of your guest, the name of this restaurant, and the amount spent. You do not have to record the name of this restaurant if you prefer to keep a receipt. (Reg. §1.274-5 (c) (2) (i)).

You do not have to record the type of entertainment, as this is obvious from the name of the restaurant. (IRS Questions and Answers Re (T&E 12-28-62, No. 10).

You may record tips as part of the total or list separately as you prefer. (Reg. §1.274-5 (c) (6) (i) (b)).

It is not necessary to record the business relationship or purpose if the employer can recall this information upon questioning by IRS. (Reg. §1.274-5 (c) (3)).